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“We made as much progress in the 

19th century as in the preceding nine 

centuries. In the first 20 years of the 

20th century we made as much 

progress as in the entire 19th

century; and in this 21st century we 

will make progress equal to 20 000 

years at the current rate of 

progress.” Ray Kurzweil
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• The government’s role has been crucial in the 

emergence of Singapore as a technological and 

innovation powerhouse. 

• Actions include:

– Heavy investment in education 

– Policies encouraging immigration

– Incentives to attract FDI

– Incubator and venture capital programs

• Broad range of macroeconomic & institution reforms 

to provide “clean” and efficient governance

LESSONS FROM SINGAPORE
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Leveraging information and 

communications technologies is vital for 

competitiveness and growth.

The Networked Readiness Index 

provides guidance to leaders from the 

public and private sectors about how to 

best achieve the above goals













1. Turkey has great foundations, now is 

the time to accelerate progress

2. Catch up is not good enough, leap-frog

should be the ambition

3. ICT is more than just the ICT sector – it 

is the whole economy

Key message 1
Think big, think digital economy



1.Leverage the unique human 

potential of Turkey

2.Focus especially on young Turkish 

citizens

3.Attract talent from the region

Key message 2
Focus on human talent



1.Leverage the unique geographical 

position of Turkey

2.Build on Turkey’s rise as a global 

player

3.Emerging markets will grow – they 

provide great opportunities

Key message 3
Focus on natural markets



1.Innovation has to be a national 
policy imperative

2.Unleash the creative potential of 
the country

3.Aim for high value adding activities

Key message 4

Create a culture of innovation



1.Eliminate hurdles – most of it does 

not cost additional money

2.Provide incentives to invest in 

technology and innovation

3.Celebrate role models and provide 

incentives for entrepreneurs

Key message 5
Make life easy for business



1.Access should be a basic right

2.Brand yourself as an ICT 

destination

3.Content and services relevant to 

local population leads a vibrant 

digital ecosystem

Key message 6
Don’t forget the basics: A, B, C...
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